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Abstract: Network visualization tools are designed to demonstrate varied aspects of online 

discussions in order to foster student engagement. However, empirical studies have indicated 

controversial results of the effect of tools on student engagement. This research designs network 

visualizations to demonstrate student engagement from varied perspectives, and further uses the 

mixed method to empirically investigate the effects of network visualizations on students’ 

cognitive structures. Empirical research results indicate the social network visualization has the 

best effect on leader students’ cognitive engagement; topic network visualization lessens the 

cognitive differences between leader and regular students; although peripheral students 

consistently have a low level of cognitive engagement, the cognitive network visualization 

improves their cognitive engagement. Based on the results, this research proposes integrated 

implications by considering learning theory, pedagogical support and tool development. 

Introduction and literature review 
In Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), students usually encounter difficulties to sustain social 

interactions, to advance knowledge, and to sustain collaborative learning momentum (Ouyang & Chang, 2019; 

Tsiotakis & Jimoyiannis, 2016). To improve the online discussion quality, network analytics, as one of the primary 

social learning analytics (SLA) methods, have been used to turn student learning data into actionable insights by 

analyzing and demonstrating student relations, positions, and characteristics (Bodily & Verbert, 2017; Hoppe, 

2017; Ouyang, 2021). However, empirical studies indicate controversial results. Chen et al.(2018) found that 

social learning analytics tool named CanvasNet did not have significant effects on increasing students’ social and 

cognitive engagement, whereas the research form Kwon and Park (2017) suggested that social network diagram 

promoted socially desirable responses while the cognitive diagram produced more cognitive responses. Taking a 

step forward, this research designs a student-facing network visualization tool to demonstrate social, topic, and 

cognitive aspects through social network, topic network and cognitive network. Moreover, three major 

methodological approaches, namely network-oriented analysis (e.g., social network analysis; SNA), content-

oriented analysis (e.g., content analysis; CA) and process-oriented analysis (e.g., time series/temporal analysis; 

TA) were integrated as analytical approaches in CSCL research (Hoppe, 2017). Echoing this trend, this research 

uses a mixed method to examine the effects of three visualizations on students’ engagement, particularly the 

temporal changes of cognitive structures by students with different social participation patterns. 

Research methodology  

Research context, participants and intervention 
The research context was an online graduate-level, 8-week course titled “Information Technologies and 

Education” offered in the summer semesters in 2020.19 Ed.D. students (10 females, 9 males) from the College of 

Education enrolled in this course. The instructor designed the course discussion as open-ended, inquiry-based 

discussions, including synchronous discussions hosted in DingTalk and asynchronous discussions hosted in 

XueZaiZheDa forum. The tool intervention includes four phases, i.e., the control phase of non-intervention (Week 

1-2), the social network intervention (Week 3-4), the topic network intervention (Week 5-6), and the cognitive 

network intervention (Week 7-8) (see Figure 1). During the discussion duration, we updated the network 

visualizations twice a week and embedded the tool as a webpage in the forum. Our research question is: whether, 

to what extent and how did three network visualizations influence students’ social-cognitive engagement? 

Data collection and analysis 
The total number of posts from online asynchronous and synchronous discussion were 972 (Phase 1: N=207, 

Phase 2: N=234, Phase 3: N=374, Phase 4: N=157). First, SNA was used to identify three social participatory 

roles, i.e., leader, regular, and peripheral, which were identified in terms of the levels of participation (reflected 

by outdegree and outcloseness), influence (reflected by indegree and incloseness) and mediation (reflected by 

betweenness) (Ouyang & Chang, 2019). A leader student has high-levels of participation, influence and mediation 
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Figure 1. The network visualization intervention 

 

 (at least two of them are at the high level). A regular student has medium levels of participation, influence and 

mediation. A peripheral student has at least two low level of them. Second, content analysis was used to examine 

students’ post content from a cognitive perspective. Referring to a previous work (Wise et al., 2014), the final 

coding scheme included content dimension (Information sharing, Sha; Perspective expression, Exp; Perspective 

elaboration, Ela) and discursiveness dimension (Perspective elicitation, Eli; Peer response, Res). Three trained 

raters coded the whole dataset separately, had multiple meetings to resolve discrepancies, and consulted with the 

first author to reach an agreement. Cohen’s Kappa of inter-rater reliability was k=0.895. Finally, ENA was 

performed to examine the differences of cognitive structures between roles. We used an online ENA Tool 

(epistemicnetwork.org) (Marquart et al., 2018) and a R package named rENA to perform the ENA analyses. 

Results 
ANOVA results showed that, leader students had more contributions than regular and peripheral, on information 

sharing (Sha) (F = 6.63, p < .01), perspective expression (Exp) (F = 6.73, p < .01), and peer response (Res) (F = 

5.20, p < .01) during Phase 1, on peer response (Res) (F = 3.51, p < .05) during Phase 2, on information sharing 

(Sha) (F = 12.25, p < .001) and peer response (Res) (F = 7.63, p < .001) during Phase 3, and on perspective 

elaboration (Ela) (F = 4.40, p < .50) and peer response (Res) (F = 11.60, p < .001) during Phase 4. ENA results 

demonstrated the differences of cognitive structures from the between-role perspective four phases (see Figure 

2). We compared two roles that had statistical significances of cognitive structure as followings. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. ENA mean plots of three social participatory roles during four phases 
 

In Phase 1, leader had more cognitive connections than peripheral (see Figure 3). Leader had more Res-

Sha, Res-Exp, Exp-Sha, and Res-Ela than peripheral, but peripheral had more Sha-Eli connection than leader. 

Similarly, regular had more cognitive connections than peripheral. Regular and peripheral had differences on 

Res-Ela, Res-Sha, and Res-Exp. But peripheral had more Sha-Eli connection than regular. Therefore, leader and 

regular tended to share information, express and elaborate perspectives when responding to peers. Peripheral 

tended to share information while eliciting questions rather than expressing or elaborating perspectives. 

Under Phase 2 social network intervention, there were statistical significances between leader and 

regular and between leader and peripheral. Leader had more cognitive connections than regular. The most 

notable differences between leader and regular were the Ela-Eli, followed by Res-Eli and Res-Ela. But regular 

had a stronger Exp-Sha connection than leader. When comparing leader and peripheral, we did not see any 

connection of peripheral outweighing the connection of leader, suggesting that leader had more active cognitive 

engagement than peripheral overall. The most notable differences between leader and peripheral were Res-Exp 
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 and Res-Ela. Therefore, in Phase 2, leader tended to elicit peers’ responses when sharing information, expressing 

and elaborating perspectives, while regular tended to sharing information and meanwhile expressing perspectives. 

Under Phase 3 topic network intervention, there were significant differences between leader and 

peripheral and between regular and peripheral. Peripheral did not show any connections when comparing to 

leader and regular, indicating there were no cognitive connections of peripheral outweighing leader and regular. 

There were differences on Res-Sha, Res-Exp, Sha-Eli, Exp-Eli, and Res-Eli. Taken together, in Phase 3, leader 

and regular had similar cognitive structures to share information and express perspectives when responding to 

peers, while peripheral did not have cognitive connections that outweighed leader and regular. 

Under Phase 4 cognitive network intervention, there were statistical significances among three roles. 

Leader had more Res-Sha and Res-Exp than peripheral, while peripheral had more Sha-Exp and Sha-Ela than 

leader. Regular had more Res-Sha and Res-Exp than peripheral, while peripheral had more Sha-Ela, Sha-Exp 

and Exp-Ela than regular. Compared with regular, leader had more connections of all codes except Res-Sha, 

although the difference was very small. The results suggested that like previous phases, leader students engaged 

more in cognitive activities than regular and peripheral students; but peripheral students tended to elaborate 

thoughtful perspectives although their low-level social participation. 

Phase 1 

Leader & Peripheral               Regular & Peripheral 

Phase 2 

Leader & Regular             Leader & Peripheral 

Phase 3 

      Leader & Peripheral                   Regular & Peripheral 

Phase 4 

    Leader & Peripheral                     Regular & Peripheral            Leader & Regular 

Figure 3. The comparison of ENA between two social roles in four phases 
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 Discussions and implications 
This research implements network visualizations to make available social, topic, and cognitive information to 

students with an expectation to improve student engagement in online discussions. We conclude that this network 

visualization tool influences cognitive structures in different ways for students with different social participatory 

roles. Our results show that the social network visualization has better effect on socially active students while 

cognitive network visualization has better effect on socially inactive students. Therefore, the design of SLA tools 

needs to consider learner agency, disposition and characteristic in the local context. From a pedagogical 

perspective, since the core of the student-facing SLA tool is its metacognitive feature (Durall & Gros, 2014), 

instructors should make deliberate stimulation to align students’ metacognition with information demonstrated in 

SLA tools (Rodríguez et al., 2015; Ouyang et al., 2020). When peripheral students are provided with cognitive 

information, they develop a better self-awareness of their learning processes and thus their engagement increases 

overall. Future tool design should further integrate multiple analytic results to reflect learning in varied ways.  
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